
Challenges and Solutions

RISE, the first start-up conference in Asia, has emerged as one of the world’s renowned start up events. The conference 
provides a meeting place for tech start-ups and leaders of enterprises around the world to raise their profile, congregate 
and talk about how they are changing people’s lives.

As a technology-oriented conference, RISE needed high performance Internet connectivity in order to satisfy its speakers, 
exhibiting start-ups and attendees. With thousands of participants from around the world attending, the seamlessness of 
their networking via a reliable and stable Internet infrastructure with high-powered Wi-Fi capabilities was key. 

Hundreds of exhibition stands, 8 stages for holding talks, and countless sections for workshops and roundtables needed to 
be connected. Preparing for such a large scale event required professional support and expertise for onsite set up. The ideal 
solution was HKBN Dedicated Internet Access (DIA) with full Wi-Fi convergence, backed by its onsite technical support team 
throughout the event.

Network Set-up for Large Events

Working closely with HKBN during set up, RISE was assisted by the experienced technical team onsite every step of the way 
to establish Internet access. Any hiccups along the way were quickly and efficiently addressed by the technical team to RISE’s 
professional expectations. Ultimately, the fast and secure network provided supported all the talks scheduled, including 
video streaming and instant wireless product demonstrations at the exhibition stands. With the support of HKBN DIA service, 
the 3-day RISE Conference 2016 was successfully held, attracting over 8,000 participants from 88 countries.

Conference Internet
At Its Best

"As an organizer, it’s so important to be able to rely on my suppliers, and 
to know that no matter what situation we get into, they’re going to be with 
me and working with me to make it work. HKBN is absolutely exemplary 
as a supplier."

Cáit Mc Enery
Event Producer

RISE Conference

• 1G Dedicated Internet Access (DIA) service for product demonstrations 
and video streaming at RISE

• Full Wi-Fi Convergence for instant wireless product demonstrations to 
tech start-ups and professionals

• Onsite Technical Support to support and resolve issues in the Internet 
infrastructure 

Use of HKBN 
Solutions


